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To all, whom it may concern:
ing loose, or to avoid accidental displacement
Be it known that I, JoHN M. GREIST, a citi when in operation.

Zen of the United States, residing at New
Haven, in the county of New Haven and State
of Connecticut, have invented certain new
and useful Improvements in Attachment
Holders for Sewing-Machines, of which the
following is a specification, reference being
had therein to the accompanying drawings.
d
In connecting the Various kinds of attach
ments to sewing machines a very convenient
way of attaching the same in operative posi
sitions relative to the needles of the machines
is by securing the same to the presser feet of
the machines. This has heretofore been done
in various ways, but one of the most conven
ient and reliable modes of attachment is to
provide the presser foot or the shank thereof
with grooves on opposite sides of the foot or
shank portion and between which grooves is
a neck of metal, said neck being embraced by
a bifurcated bracket formed on the holding

The object of the invention is therefore to
provide such a construction of the shank or
holding portions of these attachments, in
which it is desirable to form said shank or
holding portions of thin sheet metal, that the
bifurcated attaching portions of said shanks

Will properly fit grooves in the presser foot
which have a greater depth than the thick
ness of said shanks. This object I accom
plish simply by striking up or otherwise form
ing on the said shank or holding portions
slight lugs, these lugs being of just sufficient
height to compensate for the difference be
tween the thick sheet metal, from which the
holding portions of the rufflers, tuck markers,
&c., of the set of attachments are formed, and
the thin sheet metal from which the shanks of
the binders, hemmers, &c., are formed.
In the accompanying drawings Figure 1 is
a side view of a presser foot with a binding
portion or shank of the attachment, the arms attachment embodying my invention secured 75

of said bifurcated bracket fitting in the thereto in operative position. Fig. 2 repre
sents the binder separated from the presser

grooves of the presser foot or its shank.
There has, however, heretofore existed a cer
tain objection to this mode of securing at
tachments to the presser feet of Sewing ma

chines owing to the fact that the sheet metal
from which it is desirable to form. Some of the

attachments is much thicker than that from
which the shank or holding portions of other
attachments of the same set is Or should be
made. Thus when such attachments as ruf
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flers and tuck markers, which are operated
from the needle bars of the machine, a sup
porting plate of comparatively thick sheet
metal is desirable, the bifurcated attaching
bracket being struck out directly from Such
thick sheet metal. With this thick sheet
metalit is necessary that the grooves in the

presser foot or its shank, which grooves re
ceive the arms of the bifurcated bracket,

foot. Fig. 3 is a front view of the presser foot,
and Fig. 4 is a plan view of a hemmer attach
ment embodying my invention.
A denotes a sewing machine presser foot
provided at its shank portion with grooves a
between which is a neck of metal a.
B denotes a binding attachment secured to
a holding shank or arm b, the rear portion of
which is formed as a bifurcated bracket b',
the arms of which are of such size as to enter
the grooves a in the presser foot and closely
embrace the neck a? of metal between said
grOOWes. The holding shank of the attach
ment is formed of thin sheet metal from which
the bifurcated bracket portion thereof is
struck out, the said sheet metal being of a less
thickness than the depth of the grooves a of
the presser foot. To compensate for the dif
ference between the depth of the said grooves

should be of sufficient depth to permit the
45 use of this thick sheet metal; but in securing and the thin sheet metal from which the hold
other attachments, such as hemmers and bind ing shank of the attachment is made I form,
ers, in place, it is desirable to form the shanks preferably by Striking up from the metalcon
orholding portions thereof of thin sheet metal, stituting the bifurcated bracket portion there
not only on the ground of economy in making of, small lugs b which are of a height suffi
these attachments, but also for the reason that cient to compensate for the difference between
it is desirable to have the shankportion there the depth of said groove and the thickness of
of sufficiently elastic to prevent it from work the metal of the holding shank of the attach
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ment, said lugs being preferably rounded on
their upper sides, as shown, so that they will
readily enter the grooves in the presser foot.
C denotes a hemmer which is secured to a
holding shank b having a bifurcated bracket
portion b' provided with lugs b” formed the

same as are the lugs on the holding shank of
The bifurcated portions of the attachments
O areintended to enter the grooves of the presser
foot and closely embrace the neck of metal
between them, the parts being so constructed
as to permit the attachments to be held in
place by friction merely, without requiring
any set screws for securing them in place.
With this frictional attachment, however,
some little force is required in removing the
attachments from the presser foot of the ma
chine, and to permit of the requisite force be
ing applied theretoin removing the same, with
out straining the attachments, I provide the
holding shanks with upturned finger pieces
d which receive the pressure of the finger of
the operator in withdrawing the attachments
25 from their operative positions, thereby avoid
ing such strain on the attachments as would
beliable to bend or otherwise injure the same.
To hold the attachment more firmly in place
and prevent lateral movement thereof the
presser foot is provided in its upper side with
a longitudinal groove a in which fits a small
downwardly extending lug b formed on the
shank or arm b of the attachment.
The groove a is at the outer end or toe por
35 tion of the presser foot, and is open at its end
so that it may be entered by the lug bas the
attachment holdingshank or arm b is slid into
place in its working position. The bifurcated
bracket portion b' of the attachment holding
arm and the lugs b°thereon fit with sufficient
tightness in the grooves a of the presser foot
the binder B.

to hold the attachment in place by friction.

As the work is moved forward in the attach

ment the draft upon the latter is toward the
presser foot, and there is therefore no danger 45
of longitudinal displacement of the attach
ment holder, as the draft of the work is in
opposition to the direction in which the holder
st be moved in removing it from the presser
OOC.
Having thus described my invention, I
claim and desire to secure by Letters Pat
ent
1. The combination with a presser foot pro
vided with oppositely placed grooves between 55
Which is a neck of metai, of an attachment
having a holding shank provided with a bi
furcated portion formed of sheet metal of a
lesser thickness than the depth of said grooves,
said bifurcated portions being provided with
lugs to compensate for the difference between
the thickness thereof and the depth of said
groove.
2. The combination with the presser foot
provided with oppositely placed grooves be
tween which is a neck of metal, of an attach
ment having a holding shank provided with
a bifurcated portion formed of sheet metal of
a lesser thickness than the depth of said
grooves, said bifurcated portion being pro
vided with struck-uplugs having rounded up
per surfaces, said lugs serving to compensate
for the difference between the thickness of
the metal of the bifurcated holding portion
thereof and the depth of said groove.
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In testimony whereof I affix my signature in
presence of two witnesses.
JOHN M. GREIST.
Witnesses:
IL. W. BEECHER,
H. D. STANNARD.

